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1. Today’s Topic: Dashboards to Decisions

2. Grant’s Example - Attribution

3. Chris’s Example - Return on Ad Spend

4. Group Discussion

Agenda



Avinash Kaushik’s 
Blog and Newsletter

Occam’s Razor: Link

Inspiration

https://www.kaushik.net/avinash/
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But do they read them?



B. People who are receiving the summarized snapshot 

top-lined have zero capacity to understand the 

complexity, will never actually do analysis and 

hence are in no position to know what to do with 

the summarized snapshot they see.

A. People who are closest to the data, the 

complexity, who've actually done lots of 

great analysis, are only providing data. 

They don't provide insights and 

recommendations.

A + B = 0
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Not a repetition of what the data already 
says. Rather, what caused graph one to 
be up or down – the reasons for the 
performance identified by your analysis 
and causal factors.

1

2
What action should the CXO take? We 
missed our target for customer 
satisfaction because our desktop website 
performs horribly on mobile platforms 
hence we should create a mobile friendly 
website.

3
What will be the impact on 
the business if the CXO 
accepts your 
recommendation and the 
business takes action?

INSIGHT

RECOMMENDATION

IMPACT

Framework



Grant’s
Example

Link

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ijh-aP6Yy7od7HayX2k-wW4-DSWbDdn5MRLemxD_3H8/edit?usp=sharing


The “Conference-Seminar” Channel is 
the worst performing channel for MT 
Pipeline generated for every dollar 
spent. Explain why!

1

2
Re-allocate budget of $26K from 
“Conference-Seminar” channel to the 
“Web Resources” channel.

3
As a result, we’ll generate 
$67,062 more dollars in MT 
Pipeline.

INSIGHT

RECOMMENDATION

IMPACT

Nix the 
Conference-Seminar 

Programs



The “Sponsored Events” channel is 
performing 4X worse than the 
Tradeshows channel for MT Pipeline 
generated for every dollar spent.
Explain why!

1

2
Re-allocate budget of $100K from 
“Sponsored Events” channel to the 
“Tradeshows” channel.

3
As a result, we’ll generate 
$174,779 more dollars in 
MT Pipeline.

Move $100,00 from 
Sponsored Events to 

Tradeshows

INSIGHT

RECOMMENDATION

IMPACT



+$0 in Costs
+$241K in Pipeline

Recommendation Impact on Pipeline

Nix the “Conference-Seminar” 
programs

$67,062

Move $100K from Sponsored 
Events to Tradeshows

$174,779

Total $241,841



Chris Example



Google Ads spend was 43% of what we 
spent on LinkedIn two quarters back, 
but produced significantly less 
downstream results (3% of LinkedIn 
unit performance).

1

2
Re-allocate budget of $18K from 
Google Ads to LinkedIn -- double-down 
on the highest performing campaigns 
(80% of new budget) and experiment 
with new persona campaigns (20%).

3
As a result, we’ll generate a 30-40% 
($50k) lift in net-new opportunity 
creation in the next 2 quarters.

INSIGHT

RECOMMENDATION

IMPACT

Double Down 
on LinkedIn as Channel



● Validate marketing model 
assumptions

● Update goals and forecast.

Quarterly
Model
Update

● Review Campaign ROI
● Make program level 

recommendations.

Monthly
Program
Review

● Review past week reports 
dashboards

● Generate recommendations for 
the marketing team.

Weekly
Huddle



Break time


